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It 

INP ROGUCTION 

There is a broad class of experiments which can be 

classified under the general heading of “repeated 

measurements experiments.” The common denominator in 

these schemes is that a random set of experimental plots 

has multiple or "repeated" measurements mace on them, 

These experimental plots henceforth will be referred to as 

subjects, since this type of experiment is commonly found 

in biological research, Furthermore, the repeated 

measurements are frequently taken equally spaced in time; 

thus the repeated aspect or factor of the design will 

be referred to hereafter as time. The repeated observations 

in time on the same subject are correlated; hence, the 

assumption of independent observations cannot be made, 

The simplest experiment in this classification consists 

of a random group of subjects measured on some attribute 

at several fixed points in time, The associated model for 

this experiment is a non-hierarchical, two-factor mixed 

model, one random and one fixed effect, With ecual 

variances in time and with the observations for a given 

subject equally correlated in time (this will he referred 

to as symmetry), plus the assumption of normality of the 

observations, the appropriate test for the time effect may 

be obtained from the usual analysis of variance for a



non-hierarchical, two-factor, mixed model with uncorrelated 

errors, Danford and Wughes (1). The random subject effect 

in the model accounts for the symmetry feature, (i) 

When subjects are randomly allocated to various 

treatments and repeatea measurements arc made on each 

subject, the design is partially hierarchical. Under the 

symmetry assumption, and for equal numbers of subjects in 

the groups, Harter and Lum (3) have given the appropriate 

analysis of variance, Tne random within or nested effect 

in their model again implies the syametry feature in the 

same manner as above, This corresponds to the effects 

arong subjects vithin treatments in the model considered in 

this thesis, For the more general case involving unequal 

numbers of subjects in the groups and under the symmetry 

assumption, Hughes and Darford (4) have noted the appropriate 

analysis. It has been shown by Danford, Hughes, and McNee 

(2) that when the symmetry assumption is not made, some 

multivariate procedure should be used for testing the effects 

of time and treatment x time, However, the univariate test 

for treatment effects is still valid, 

  

(,) The random subject effect gives rise to a constant 
covariance between different observations in time on 
the same subject, The ratio of this covariance to the 
variance of an observation (which is the same for all 
observations) is the correlation, This is constant 

over time, which implies the symmetry condition.



Sonetimes “treatment” consists of a factorial arrange- 

ment of two types of treatments, A and B, say. Again for 

the case where there is an equal number of subjects for 

each treatment combination and under the symmetry assumption, 

the analysis of variance has heen given by Narter and Lum (3). 

The extension to proportionate sub-class numbers can be made 

as usual, c:anding from unweighted constraints to weighted 

constraints, The weights are proportional to the sub-class 

numbers, and the sums cf canares in the analvsis are then 

weignted by these sane factors, 

Tne expectaticn model for this experimental desien ena 

be written ass 

i Yao st pba. th. 408, ty, tay, tB8y., F037. 35." tay tSyY yee CL) Pegi 7 UGG TR FOB, ty toys FBy. Fas: 5 48 (ge) FS Vee (45) 

In the @yuation above, Creek letters represent Fixed effects 

and Latin letters randor effects, with: 

y = the overall mean 

a, = the effect of the yeh level of treatment A (i=1,...r) 

B. = the effect of the 4th level cf treatment B (j=1,.4..%) 

th 
= the effect of the k time (ke1l,eee?D) 

- = 2 th ‘ . : . » tr 
Sia) 7 tre efrect of the m subject in the i, 4 qroup 

m=] The. ( pe ae iv’e 

Combinations of letters are used to cenote the interactions, 

The assumptions are:



E{s,., =x Q for all i +, m 
( m(i3)? ras 

sg’ an hg 3, Us 8 yond 

E(s m(44)? mr cgraty) = 

0; otherwise 

ESY A (a4)? = G for all iy de Kem 

mk (i4)° Batt ataty? 
O: otherwise 

Also, it is assumed that 

ECS nk (ig)! Sat(itsry? s< QO for all i, j, k, uw 

This implies that the variation in response for a subject 

does not depend cn the subject's average response relative 

to other subjects when no treatment is involved, If this 

assumption does not seem reasonable, nossibly some 

transformation of the data will make it a reasonable 

assumption. The analysis of variance is of the form shown 

in Table 1. 

She &ese of ditnravertionalite of so stents in the 

factorial arranrement of treatments, which can occur for 

many reasons, even when the experiment is initially set 

up with sroportionate allocation, noses more difficult 

analytical problems, The solution ot this problem, under 

p
i
e
 

the svametry assumption, is the subject of this thes Ze



Table 1, fnalysis of variance of a foureway, partially 
hierarchical, random nested effeet design with 
proportionate cell frequenciss 

Source at M,Saq 

  

A rel MSA 

8 q=ul 

AxB (r-1) (~1) MSAXB 

Subj/AB NeaWXQ MSS 

MSA/MESS 

MSB/MSS 

MSAxB/™“5S 

  

Time cel May 

AxtT (x1) (p-1) SARE 

DE (ql) (p-1) Mob 

aK jeg 
aa KE be te

t Fe 

xm
, AxDx? (rel) (qe) (ped) 

HEM get 

ExT/AL (nm. emEC} (o~1) ae baie     
where ni a _ 

**¢ 179) 

<! 

b
t
3
 

an
du

ft
 
0
}
 

  
serge iqtos Prt 

Mor JMAGE RT 

pare eS FTG OT CY ey Te MOMXT/NOSRD 

ae 
"HOOD ee Tear Tt JEG yeh h MSAMEMT /ASORT



For this situation, the tests of significance of the main 

effects and interactions depend on the assumptions made 

about the interactions. It will be shown that by using the 

general regression approach, tests can be obtained for 

the three-factor interaction, for alli two-factor interactions 

assuming the three-factor interaction zero, and for all main 

effects assuming all interactions zero, These are the tests 

most frequently of interest, since over-all tests of main 

effects when there are interactions, and tests of the two- 

factor interactions when there is a three-factor interaction, 

are usually not of interest, Also, a simplified computing 

procedure will be developed for the tests mentioned above,
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it 

THE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND EXPECTATION MODEL 

The experimental design for the provlem to be studied 

is illustrated by Figure 1, In this design, there are r 

levels of treatment A, gq levels of treatment b, and p 

observations through time on each of Mis subjects at the 

jth level of treatment A and the eh level of treatment 5, 

The expectation model for the experimental design 

considered above is the same as that given in (1). ‘he 

restrictions imposed on the parameters ares 

i 

L 56. = Q 

} Y, = 0 

(2) } v,(o8)55 = l ws(a8) 55 = 0 

} vi lay), = L (ay), = 0 

J oj(y, = 1 vs, = 9 

} v (oBy) is, = : w(oBy) 554 = , (aby) 55, = 0



Figure 1, 

Li 

Scheme for experimental design of the problem 
ee 1 
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where the Va and ay are weighting constants, The values of 

these constants do not affect any of the tests of signifi- 

cance under the assumption of zero interactions of all 

orders higher than the order of the interaction or main 

effect being tested, Scheffe (5) has shown that for the 

two-way layout the interaction sum of squares and the 

sums of squares for the main effects assuming zero 

interactions do not depend on the weights used in the 

restrictions, The sums of squares in the above tests are 

shown to be combinations of these sums of squares from the 

two-way layout. Therefore, they do not depend on the 

weights, Finally, for testing purposes, it is assumed that 

the errors Bn (45) and Yak (44) are normally distributed, 

The covariances of the Yiakm under the symmetry 

assumption are: 

(3) o7; imi’, j=j', kek’, mem! 

COV (Tis! Yaegreem) & p07; init, j=5', kek’, mem! 

0; otherwise 

From the expectation model we finds 

2 \ ra rr ' ' 
(4) o, + o,r imit, j=j', k=k', m=m 

< 
COV IY sens Yergieme = Out i=mit, j=j', k¥k*, mem!’ 

0; otherwise
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Comparing these two, 

(5) os of +a 

For use later, the estimate of 0 = (l<p}07 will be 

referred to as Error (b) and the estimate of 0 + poe = 

(1+ (p-1) p)0 as Error (a).
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IIl 

A PROCEDURES BASED ON COMBINING ANALYSES 

FROM EACH TIME 

The data at a given time consist of a set of independent 

observations in a twoe-way classification with disproportionate 

sub-class numbers, The expectation model (1), for the set of 

observations at time k, can be re-written as 

(6) Visti = Me + tax * 85x + *8a5n * Om (45) 

where the level of k is constant, The parameters in (6) are 

defined in terms of the parameters in (1) by 

W, =u + ¥, 

Mi = Oy F OGY 

Te i 4k | + BY 5K 

Gk (ig) * Smcigy) * 8% mk (44) 

with the properties and imposed restrictions 

(7) } Via, 2 0 

} 958jx = °



} vi (98) 5p = i w(08) say = 0 

E y) = 0 “ak (45 

oy iei', j=q', men! 

Ble 45)" Smik(ita')? 
0; otherwise 

From equation (5), o* = 67 + 0 in (7). 
S 

By the method of fitting constants, an analysis of 

variance of the fourm given in Table 2 can be calculated 

separately for each time, 

Table 2, Structure of analysis of variance for a two-way 
disproportionate layout 

  

  

  

Source af 

A, corrected for 5, ignoring Ax3 rel 

B, corrected for A, ignoring Axb qe 

AxB, corrected for A and B (r-1) (q-1) 

Error NeerFd 
  

Also, one can sum over time and perform a similar analysis 

on the subject means, 

In the proposed procedure, the sums of squares of the 

effects that are averaged over time are obtained by multiplying
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the sums of squares from the analysis on the subject means 

by p, the number of time measurements, in order to express 

sums of scuares on the basis of an individual observation, 

Also, in the proposed procedure the sums of squares that 

include time as a factor (except for the time sum of squares) 

are obtainec by summing over time each of the sums of 

squares in the analyses of data at a qiven time and then 

subtracting the corresponding sum of squares obtained in the 

"averaged over time” analysis. The sources for these sums 

of squares are the interactions with time of the respective 

sources averaged over time, For example, let SSA, be the 

sum of squares for treatment A. at time k and let SSA, be the 

sum of squares for treatment A from the analysis on the 

subject means, Then, the sum of squares for treatment A 

would be p(SSA,) and the sum of squares for the treatnent A 

by time interaction would be 

J SSA, -p(SSA,) .« 

Finally, the sum of squares for time can be obtained in the 

usual manner from the means at each time, averaged over all 

subjects.
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Iv 

GENERAL SCHEME OF THE PROPOSE 

PROCEDURE AND AN EXAMPLE 

The general scheme of the proposed procedure will be 

paralleled with an example for clarification. The basic 

data for the axample are given in Table 3, 

Ae Calculation of the regression sum of squares at a given 

time 

A set of restrictions from (7) must be included in the 

equations obtained from the expectation model (6) to obtain 

linear independence, To simplify computations, use a set 

obtained by letting any one of the ve and any one of the a 

equal unity and the others zero, One may set Ve and We 

equal to unity, the others zero, witnout loss of generality. 

This can be written as: 

(8) 0, ir 0, j¥9 

* 1, i=r J Ll, 4=q 

For the example, this is equivalent to setting 

O34, Bo, = G8i9,= FB, = GB34, = GBa9, = 00 

Then, the equations can be written in matrix form as: 

(9) YY, = PLA, + E 
k kk k
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Table 3. Basic data for the example 

By Bo 

t) to t3 *y op) t3 

39 36 38 36 39 38 

38 42 30 31 34 28 

Ay 40 28 33 46 44 35 

44 41 36 

32 34 34 

56 51 53 39 34 32 

54 40 45 54 56 50 

Ap 
50 45 49 

32 33 31 

38 41 37 55 48 46 

39 33 40 39 44 30 

Ay 
51 38 39 49 36 42 

44 39 22     
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The vectors Yue Ape and Ey are the vector of n.. observations 

at time k, the vector of rq non-zero parameters at time k that 

are to be estimated, and the vector of n.. errors at time k, 

respectively. 

by the restrictions in (8). 

The n..X rq matrix P 
: : T 

k is a matrix of n., row vectors ie 

The rq non-zero parameters in A 

which are the transposes of the vectors, Hess 

k 

This vector is given in (6). 

5 é 

The vector 

are defined 

ij 
is a vector of rq elements with each element either 0 er 1 

such that the expected value of Y 

Py and the vector His 

(10) 

  

T 
Hyy 

Hay 

* yy 
4 

  n 
rq 

where s=erq, r‘'=re-l, and q'=q-1, 

T 
is Nis 

ijkm 

are also shown in (10) 

ijl 

n
s
 

ij2 

s
y
"
 o
e 

@ 
8 

    ijs | 

The matrix P 

Als 

  
‘e is the same 

for any time, k, and is subscripted only to distinguish it 

The matrix 
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from the matrix for tne full set of observations as defined 

later. The Pe and the form of Yy and AL. For the example 

are given in Table 4, 

From the aornal equations, the regression sum cf squares is 

wan 'p rT 

(11) SSR, = (P)Y)) (P) PL) 

wher? 

(12) oc, = J}y.., Ny. 
k if dike G3 

Cc = a, Ho, 
bes aja 

and the dot indicates summation over the index it replaces, 

Sy ts a vector of rq elements and C is an rq KX rq matrix of 

full rank, Table 5 gives the & vectors and the C matrix 

for the example, 

B. Method of calculating the regression sum of squares 

assuming some of the parameters to be zero 

fo obtain the regression sum of squares at time k uncer 

igh? 
are zero, the expectation model (6) is reduced by eliminating 

the assumption that some of the parameters (e.g., the a6,



Table 4, 

k 

  co
     

21 

the example 

Yuki 

"41k2 

¥41k3 

  

=
e
 

b
a
d
 

   



Table 5. The Cy vectors and the C matrix for the exanrile 

906 | [936 | | 787 «| 

G, = | 306 ; Gy = | 298 ; Gy = | 272 

285 259 260 

437 387 395 

117 106 101 

192 169 78 
= — L —_ = J             

    

-2aCi8CGCiaC 

c= / 8 8 0 3 3 0 

6 oOo 6 4 0 4 

10 3 4 #10 #3 #4 

3 3 0 3 3 0 

4 0 4 4 0 4)
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the parameters assuned cere, This eliminates the associated 

elements in the Ay and Hay vectors in equation (9), Thus, 

to calculate the recression sum of squares for the mean and 

the treatment & and treatment l effects, one merely eliminates 

the last (r-1)(q-1) elements in AY and in the figs These 

are the elements associated with the parameters {a8 jaye 

This has the effect nf eliminating the corresponding elements 

of the Gy, vector and the ccrrespending rows and columns of 

the C matrix in equation (11). 

Let G and C, be the vector C, and matrix C in (11) 
0k 0 k 

when none of the parameters in (6) is assumed zero, Call 

this the full model. Let Ci, and Cy be the vector GL and the 

matrix C when the OB i 4x are assumed zero. Similarly define 

G and C., ‘when the OB say and the Bak are assumed zero, G 
3k 

are assumed zero, and Sar and 

2k 2 

and C3 when tne OB. 5 and the asp 

C4 when the OBs aye the Oine and the Bak are assumed zero, 

Then, the regression sums of squares needed for an analysis 

of data at time K can be written as 

# a (13) SS(M,,A, ,B, »AXB,) 

SS (My 1% 6B) Gy, Cp "Gy, 

SS (MA) = Goo Go, 

SS(M, ,B,) = Go ctl, SS ty 9B) = Gay Os Gay 

T 1
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The symbols in the parentheses indicate constants fitted: 

M, stands for u,, A, for the fas., B, for the {8.5,}, and 

AXB,, for the {a8;. whe Four of these sums of squares may be 

calculate: 1 more casily as 

(14) Oo (Hy Ay 9 By ARB, } = ) ye {ns 

is “ike 

SS (My AL) = J Ty eke/Mye 

oS (Fk e2y) = eo gke/ es 

; 2 
SS (M)) = Yoo e/Nee 

To calculate SS (MAL BL) perform the multiplication 

AT 1 
Cie y CaKe with ¢ 1 and Say defined as 

    

(25) awa. Moet *Niy. Ney Bey e- Mae] Yeeye 

Py Pye FTO my Mya se yg L*k* 

Bae O Maes. Maa Baz" Rage York? 
eer te eee 

now 0 e+ * G noe Pp * Patgt tere ge 

Sy= ] Pep Mare Ap My FO 7 TO | a Gel Yegy 

Meh Toa Me 9 at Year 

. - oe + «6 . " : : ° ° 

e ° . 0 ° 

et Nags - Det! Q se * 8 Q Meas Fe Ok 

LL a L      
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where r* = rel and a = ael, 

Using equations (13) throuch (15) and similar equations 

for the »veraceeover-time effects, the sums of squares by 

the proposed vrocedure are shown in Table 6, Following the 

usual notation herein, C,, = } Gi, * 

For the example, Cy is opntained from Table 5: 

| 21 #8 6 10] 

8 8 0 3 

6 0 6 A 

    10 3 4 = 10 
L 

Its inverse is: 

    

r “7 

0140169286 ~.147521161 -.122128174 ~.087061669 

-l ~,147521161 0268440145 2 140266022 2910882709 
Cc = 

1 2122128174 2140266022 «321039903 ~.048367593 

| 72 OB TOG LE09 2010882709 ~ 048367593 «203143894 

The Gye from Table 5, are: 

906 | 836 | 787 | 

306 n 298 ~ = 271 
G11 ; “42 * 7 "13 

285 259 260 

437 387 395 

L J | — L —             
From these quantities, we calculates
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Table 6, Sums of squares by the proposed procedure 

Sourc= at Sum of Squares 

A rel 1°] “Gy e/p - } x2 oe /DPIee (1) 
“y 4 "4 wey 

tf nolL. 2 
B qel GeO, Gy e/p ~ } Ypeee/pnye (2) 

AXB (r=1) (q=2) I Yoaee/ong, = ral '¢ (3) q Gh Sage PL Mit 

2 Error (a) Neerrg ey Yi gen? - EE Yi jee/0ny (4) 

Time pel } Yow e/Mee ~ ve oee/pnee 

k 

“1 2 /De.) 
AxT (r-1) (p-1) y [s5,.C] Giz - h Yesne 3 (1) 

-1 2 | BxT (q-1) (p=1) } [cr Cap, o } ¥ie,e/ns ol (2) 

“1. AxBxT (r=) (q~1) (p-1) Yo at ve seas 7 Gr4C] G34] (3) 

Error(b) | (n..=rq) (p=) PODS “gem ~ TYE VE 5K 3 (4)      
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1 T 

Say Syy Ch = 39,418.54 

T <1 Gy9C] Sy = 33,459.44 

-1 T 
G30) G43 bd 29,830.74 

Tt 
1° 

1 Gj eC] G1 «/p=102, 223,80 

TL ara Gi, = 102,708.72 

Furthermore: 

y-.../pn.. = 102,217.80 } q*e? Pp i? e e 

2 y ¥e.ee/pn., = 101,535.06 
; 3 5 

y y2.../pn,. = 102,236.43 i ij°° . ij # e 

2 } Yeo, e/Mee = 101,861.95 
kK 

y y7.,./n,. = 102,626.89 » i*k® 1° g o 

Ty ve, ./ne. = 101,969.57 2 “*4k° °5 ’ * 

j 

TD v7.,./n,, = 102,761.92 BEY vijie/may 7 1020762. 

py Yigen/? = 104,187.00 

331 YF jm % 1054277400 
70
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2 
Yeoes/PNee = 101,521.29 

The completed analysis of variance for the example is given 

in Table 7, 

Table 7. Analysis of variance for the example 

  

  

          

source af 9eSQe M.sSqe F P 

A 2 688.74 344,37 2.65 >.05 

B 1 6.00 6.00 «05 >.05 

AxB 2 12.63 6.31 05 >.05 

Error (a) 15 1,950.57 130,04 

Time 2 340,66 170,33 9,05 <.001 

AXT A 50,41 12,60 267 >.05 

BxT 2 75.83 37.92 2.01 >.05 

AXBxT? 4 40,57 10.14 204 >.05 

Error (b) 30 564,51 18.82 
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Vv 

VERIFICATION OF THE COMPUTING FORMS FOR THE SUMS OF 

SQUARES AVERAGED OVER TIME 

For the sums of squares “averaged over time" in Table 6, 

consider the set of means Figemte which is the average of the 

Ys 5km over time, The expectation model, derived from 

equation (1) using the restrictions in (2), is 

(l6é) ¥ ijém + 6. = tay 5 + Obi + Sm (44) + 8¥m* (45) 

T : ; s) * : £ da : j ach he Sin (45) and SY (44) are inseparable and can be considere 

as a single error term, 

(17) \m(ij) = %m(ig) + SY" (45) . 

From the assumptions under (1), 

(18) Ble ag)? = 0 

. 

E(em(a3y6 Smecitgty) = \%s + og/pe indy jaj', mom! 

0; otherwise 

Also, the fe. (45)? are normally distributed which follows 

}e from the normality assumptions on the {sci} and {sy 

se Y 

written as 

mk (ij) 

Let Then the expectation model (16) can be 44m 5°m * 

s (19) Bim = yu + Os + B + obs. + Om(45)
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This is the fixed effects expectation model for a two-way 

classification with disproportionate sub-class numbers, The 

regression sum of squares for all effect prrameters is 

(23) SS(M,A,B,AxB) = ie Bi 5M, . 

Also, the regression sum of squares ignoring the 6 classifi- 

cation is 

(21) SS (M,A) = d boee/N,- * 

Similarly, 

(22) ss(,B) = J 27 ~e/TVie 
; j J 

The sum of squares for error under the full model (for all 

parameters in 079) ) is 

5 2 
(23) SSE it (24 sim - 50) 

To calculate the sum of squares SS(M,A,B) for wu and the 

{a,) and {85}, omit the {o85 53 parameters from (19), Then, 

impose the restrictions given by (8) to obtain a reduced set 

of normal equations of full rank in »p and the {a,} and {ey}. 

Using matrix notation and substituting the Viagem for the 2s sm 

in the vector of sums, this sum of squares can be written as 

(24) SS(M,A,B) = (J 61)" cy} ( Cad /P? . a cre,. 

where Gi and Cy are as defined in equation (15) and



1 
Mere hc, 

the sums of squares from the 2 5 3m means can be put on a 

single observation basis by multiplying by p, the number of 

observations in the means, The analysis of variance on a 

per-observation basis, adjusting the sums of squares for 

the A and B effects for each other, and the interaction for 

both the A and B effects, can be obtained from equations 

(26) througn (24) and is given in Table 8, 

Table 8, “Averaged over time" analvsis of variance 

  

    

Source df Sum of Squares 

A rel Pp [G}.cy*t,. ” ) 25 50/Ne 3] 
4 J 

wal mm 

B qa Pp (4 .cy*4,. - b Zoee/nyel 

2 PO dee AxB (re-1) (q=1) P m 25 597PG5 Bec} Ciel 

Error Nee tL P 3] Zi sm ~- } 255/745) 

ijm ij 
  

Substituting Y¥, ipem for Bs a , the sums of squares in Table & 
jm 

can be shown to be equivalent to the sums of squares 

“averaged over time" in Table 6, The error line in Table 8 

is the error (a) line in Table 6, and is an estimate of 

2 2 
%g + Po. s
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VI 

VERIFICATION OF THE COMPUTING FORMS FOR THE SUMS OF 

SQUARES IN WHICH TIME IS A FACTOR 

The sums of squares with time as a factor involve 

correlated observations, This correlation derives from the 

random variazxle, s To eliminate the random variable 
m(ijz)°* 

8 (45) and to obtain linear independence in time, define 

= Y -~ ¥ 
(25) x ijkm “ijpm 

ijkm k=l ,eeep'? prep] * 

x i E . wi These Xs jkm ore independent of the Yijem’ which are used to 

calculate the sums of squares averaged over time, 2) 

Therefore, no adjustments for these average effects are 

required, From (J]) and (16), and using the restrictions on 

the parameters as given in (2), the Xa pcm can be written in 

parametric form as 

(26) i jkm = Cy," ¥,,) + (ays,-ays) + (By sp oBy ) + 
JP 

COPY ESTP Egy) Fm (45) 78 %mp (45)? 
with 

  

(2) The Xs 3km are uncorrelated with the Fiat" 

the normal assumption, they are independent, 

Thus, with
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(27) does isi’, j=", kek’, mem! 

Cov (xX, 
2, . 

ijkm’ Xiegeqeme? Og? izi', je4', k#k', mem * 

QO; otherwise 

and where, from equation (5), we obtain the relationship 

(28) «2 = (lp)o* 
g 

A, The regression sum of squares for all parameters in the 

model 

Write the {Xs sim! in vector form as 

(29) Xx = [Xi om 

? . 
Xigm = My5ume Sagame cee agp! 

where there are n.. sub-vectors Xs sm (determined as the 

subscripts range over their values) and each Xs jm is a vector 

of p' = pel elements, Then, the covariance matrix of the 

i ikem is 

(30) a arn 21.2.2] 

I, = 8 G1 Sos Tae 7 Qs "Tae 
- °C il 

Lo Q {i 2 |         
where the p'n.. x p'n.. matrix S is an neeXne. matrix of 

sub-matrices and the matrix 9, the sub matrix on the diagonal
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of S, is a symmetric matrix of order p', Throughout this 

thesis, the elements below the main diagonal in symmetric 

natrices are not shown, 

Peedefine the parameters as differences in parameters 

at times k and p as shown in equation (26). The observation 

aquations in matix form are then 

(31) X= PWAX + E , 

where X is the vector of p'n,. elewents defined in (29), P* 

.8@ ap'n.. x p! (ra + vr + q + 1) matrix, A* is a vector of 

(rq + r + q+ 1) parameters, and F is a vector of p'n.. 

arrors, Vm (44) - SYiap (44) ° Using restrictions for the 

breedefined parameters obtained by using specific values of 

veights in (8) witn the restrictions in (2), linear indepen- 

dence obtains and the equations in (31) may be written as 

(32) X= PA + E 

where P is a pine. x p'rq matrix and A is a vector of p'raq 

oarameters. P can be written as a vector of ne. submatrices, 

Jase where Das is a p' x p' diagonal matrix of sub-vectors, 

A5 ge and Ray is the vector of rq elements with each element 

either 0 or 1 that was defined above (16). Also, A can be 

written as a vector of subevectors, Ay oA, where A, is defined 

above and in (10).



      

(33) Diy 

*» 

. "iL 

Diy 

H:, 0 
ij 

s 

Ri2 ° 
* e ® . Ase 

Pos Dio } P44 = * * 0 

: “He 
° iG 

Lo _ a 

D 
rey 

*s 

e Bea 

Dea 

L —!     
The sum of scuares to be minimized, according to 

Schetfe' (5), is 

“ltxepa), (34) SSE(b) = (x=Pa)? 

Setting 3(SSE(b))/SA equal to zero gives 

(35) pisttp « pt sty 

or 

(36) hee (plstlpy tt pTenty , as shown hy Scheffe', 
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a 

Tae covariance matrix of A is 

G37) J, = (pTs7tp)~tpts7 ty sé p(p"s7tp) ~? 

= (p's7tp) 74, ’ 

and the regression sum of squares is 

(38) ssp = f"pls tpg 

a 

= A'p'gtty , 

% - - 1 (39) PEs He [DT 7 ooo yD O7 ep gO weep gO pee DEO 

T we] 
voeD 0 j 

T.-l T wd pos "p= JJ n,.D,.0 "Dy, 
is ij ij ij 

Tent x6 i D527 Xie 

where Ks 4° = I Xi sm = Xe speeXyygereee Xs syed e 

The matrix 0, given in equation (30), has the inverse 

(40) pel ~l eeoen 1 | 

. 1 = 1 ° * . . e * 

e BP * . * . 

: -1 

pel 

L _    
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as given in equation (33), one 

obtains 

(413 (p-1)H F “His eevee “Hy, 

* . ° . a 

T -1 2 = " . 
D a ® 

i3° P : * oH 
° . ij 

(peljis.   
Postemultiplying equation (4 

(42) (pel) Hy 4} 135 ~H 

Te 1 

Pig? Pag* B 

  
where pt avt ‘ t t ij Ds 16 @ p’ xX p 

H.H.. is en ra x roe matrix 
ijooij 4 . 

With proportionate rows and 

from equations 

(43) (pra) pn i3! Fi! 1g al 

. 

  

proportiona 

(39) and (42), 

nh. .H,.E2, 
ij ij ij 

& 

  
1) by Py,, we find 

T 

ij'ij* 
e 

(p-1)   
matrix of subematrices and 

with elements that are 0 or 1 

t 

pis"tp can be written as 

° ¢ 

* 
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From equation (12), yy ny 584 584 is defined as C . Therefore, 
ij J J 

equation (43) can be written as 

  

(44) (pel) c “Co se. <C 
* * 

e . . . 

plgwlp om . e . , 

« . . * 

* ® 

. aC 

e 

Z (pl) Cl   
Post-multiplying equation (41) by %,,. , where X%,, is 

Lin $4 
~~ 

Gefined in equation (29), 

(45) (PX a spehaggeed Hy, 

(PX saan Ay * ) Bi 

    — 

where Di 40 X hye is a vector of pel sub-vectors and each 

sub-vector has rq elements, 

mm - , s , 4 Summing Di4° “Ks ye over i and j , one can then write, 

from equation (39),
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ce
) 

— 7 

(46) i (pXjsyemXi seed Hy. 

d) (PX saetX yg Ry 

* 

* 

y} (px .. ek weed H.. 
y ijp'* “ij ij     —! ed 

From equation (12), substituting Vigne *%uape for XiaKe 1 

(47) 3 a r el . = C, wG 

ij Lpe°" ig k on 

y} Z. ae tl s ve miM 

5 ij aj p 

Using equation (47), equation (46) can he written as 

(43) S.7a 

pisg7+x = . 

    
To obtain a solution ef the emation for Ae note that 

the inverse of P's 7p is



  

  

  

  

    

  

— | _ 

(49) ac" gw l ~ ee. ct 
e e 

* e ° 

Ted od . , 
(P°S “P) es ® * . 

* . . ¢ 

° tov 
e 

® _~ 

zcvt 

Then, from equations (36), (48), and (49), 

| [ 
(50) 2c72 ott gg gt? a. =f, 

. . 1 
® * ae 

* * ° atts 

* . ° ° 2 

A =a . s * . * ry 

* es 

e ° Cc L ° 

. ~ 

* 2c7? a ya 
p 

mo ; _ 

; cls, -) + cn (G,-G.) 

| deed ~ ~ 
* 

A m= * a s 

pt 
yooottee Ry te thee a) 

i=l + Pp | 

oles Le ~~ nln, $ C2 al } 
+ “EY L 3 

A = e # ® 

~~) ® 
Cc (CG “= |} Ge +t G eee) 

- _ _ 

~l 
a c (Go-G,) 
A = 

° s * 

-1 
C-"(G eG 

p' p! 
Le —     
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The regression sum of squares given in equation (38) can be 

written, using equations (48) and (50), as 

| on yh ath on os (51) SSR = y (Gy.G,) co" (6, -4.) 

m= XD pent “ atetta. se. 

B,. The regression sums ct squares assuming some of the 

parameters to be zero 

Tw] . | 
,»¢ "G, is the regression sum of squares at The term G 

time k given in equation (11). As in the model at time k, 

one may again fit a reduced model by eliminating the elements 

in the A and Has vectors that are associatad with the 

parameter effects being omitted, This nas the same effect 

as before, that of eliminating the corresponding elements of 

the G, vector and the correspondina rows and columns of the 

C matrix, Using notation consistent with equation (13), 

define 

Tt 1, “iL, 

" eT | = * + fe ~ nt “y . (52) SS(T,AxT,Bxt ,AxRxT) Ga Co Coy Sel Gae/t i 

w
h
 

sey Aw Tet) « T Jl. “Eo =k , 65 (1, AxT, bx?) } Ci SP a 7m Spel yee 

og(? vy nt “1. v am dn $ 
ae (T ,2XT) bd } “Sk Cy ap ~” Cael, 4g0f BD 

kK he Pe 

SS(T,5xT) = } Ba, C47 G4, — G50C3°6 36/9 
K. 

pre T wl, awk pwr k.,
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where the symbols in parenthesis indicate constants fitted: 

tT stands for the fy}. Axl for the {ay.,}» BxT for the 

{8ys.), and AxBx? for the {aby i 4h. The individual terms 

for the regression sums of squares at time k in the sums of 

squares of equation (52) are the sane as the comparahle sums 

of squares at time k in equation (13). ‘Therefore, equations 

(14) and (15) can be used to calculate these sums of squares, 

Tre sums of squares involving the G vectors summed over time 

are sums of scuares for the average-overetime effects, Four 

of these cen he calculated as 

wo awh. 
(53) Goektg Waele _ i a 

wed _: 
GoeCy Goe/P 2 

Ted. _ 
G30C3 Ge/p . ) 

T wwl,, 2 
Gael, ge/P = Yeoea/ENee 

fr 

The other averacre-over-time sum of scvares, GyeCp cy. , can 

he calculated using the Cy and Gry defined in ecuation (15), 

The sums of squares of interest, calculated as differences 

of sums of squares given in equation (52), are given in 

Table 9 * 

Cc. The error sum of squares 

The sum of s.ijuares for error associated with the
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Table 9, Anaiysis of variance for sources with time as a 
factor 

Source af Sum of Squares 
  

Time pel } Canon SagnOaea 8 *42/P 
k 

AXT (re) (pe) | (63,05 764 5-6) CP Gy e/) ‘ be 

ol, ~1 
*3x&3 93x G36C3 G36/p) a

,
 

e
y
 

~l 
CoKCo Goo Go 6C5 Goe/p) 

AXxBxT (r=1) (q-1) (p-1) | ( Cok 5 on 95°C o Gge/P) - 

7 al, 
1k°1 64,06] Cj *c./P) 

Error (b) (n.«-rq)(p-1) pie (Ys simi 5 *m) ~ 

( one 0 SORTS y2lg Sge 7P)     
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regression sum of squares is given in equation (34), with 

the parameters replaced’ by their least square estimates, 

This can be written as 

(54) SSE(b) = x's7 1, . 
SSR 

where X is defined in equation (29), S in equation (30) and 

SSR in equation (51). 

(55) 

rq   bees: Mig   

trom equations (29) anda (30), 

where there are n.,. sub«vectors of pel elements, Then 

i Twi ye rt “1 r (56) ‘x"s7*x iy Xigme “asm 

Using equations (29) and (40), 

0 “iim” B 

(pr LX san 

(p-1) X, 

* 

(p-1) 4   ____. ijp'n 

~ OSS gent Xi 4am) 

jam 45 ¢m7% i 51a) 

( x. s o“¥ 2 ij’m “ijp'm )      



xT otly, e § 
“ifm ijm kel Xi gkm% ijkm7*i5%m/P) 

Therefore, 

t 

el oN . 
(57) x°S"°xX = Lt y Xs sim 84 sim 745 om?) 

7 2 
ya oy Os jm 7% 5 ¢m/P) 

For a single error term, the SSR in equation (51) should be 

the regression sum of squares due to fitting all parameter 

effects in the expectation model (26). this is given as the 

first listed equation in (52). The SSE(b) can then be 

written as shown in Table 9, Substituting for equivalent 

forms from equations (14) and (53) and rearranging terns, 

the suma of squares in Table 9 can be shown to be equivalent 

to the sums of squares in which time is a factor in Table 6,
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VII 

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 

When repeated measurements are made on the same subject, 

the repeated observations in time may be correlated, 

Therefore, the assumption of independent observations cannot 

be made in general. This type of experiment can be considered 

as a multivariate experiment, considering observations at each 

time as a separate variate, and assuming the multivariate 

instead of univariate normal distribution, The correlation 

structure among successive observations through time can then 

be incorporated in the covariance matrix of the observation 

vectors. The covariance structure is assumed the same for 

all subjects under all treatment conditions. If no further 

restrictions are imposed on the covariance structure, then 

some multivariate procedure could be used for testing the 

effects of time and the interaction of treatment with time, 

If one makes the assumptions that the variances for all 

times are equal and all the correlations are equal, the 

covariance matrix has the two parameters, variance and 

correlation coefficient, Then, the expectation model can be 

written in univariate form with two errors that are functions 

of the two parameters above. This covariance structure will 

occur when all lag serial correlations between the errors at 

different times for a subject are equal. This seems most 

reasonable when the serial correlations are all zero, 7hen,
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the errors in time for a subject will be independent, The 

remaining correlation between observations in time will be 

due to the 1 néom subject effect, 

For the general multivariate case in which the 

covariance matrix aoes not simplify as ahove, some multi- 

variate two-way disproportionate analysis would appear to 

be appropriate for a repeated measurements experiment with 

treatments in a two-way crossed classification with 

disproportionate celi frequencies, Under the somewhat 

restrictive assumptions that all variances are equal and 

all correlations are equal, a univariate analysis is shown 

in this thesis to be acplicable under certain assumptions 

about the interactions, Also, a relatively simple computa- 

tional scheme has beer proposed for performing the analysis, 

The tests obtained are for the three-factor interaction, 

the two-factor interactions assuming the three-factor 

interaction zero, and the main effects assuming all inter- 

actions zero, ‘ihe tests separate inte two sets (tests of 

effects averayed over time and tests of effects with time 

as a factor) which are calculated from variates that are 

independent from each other, ‘I'nerefore, assumptions of 

zero interactions in one set are not required for tests of 

effects in the other set. ‘This relaxes some of the above 

assumptions made on the interactions, 

The proposed computational scheme requires the inverse 

of one matrix of order r + q -l, where there are r levels of
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one treatment and q levels of the other treatment, Then 

some simple matrix multiplications and the calculation of 

certain standard sums of squares is all that is necessary 

for the analysis. This procedure is ecuivalent to the 

usual method of fitting constants for all of the parameters, 

¥ 

but affords simpler comoutational forms, 

The procedure can be extended to the case for which 

"time”™ is a factorial arrangement involving two or more 

factors, This can be seen since the procedure would involve 

using the average of the observations for each subject over 

various combinations of the “time” factors for different 

sets of sums of squares, This has the effect of eliminating 

all parameters containing the factors over which averages are 

taken when che usual unweighted constraints are used, 

One of the major problems in repeated measurements 

experiments is incemplete data, Because cubjects are 

frequently the units being measured repeatedly, the human 

element enters in and increases the likelihood of missing 

data. If much of the data for a given subject is missing, 

that subject might be omitted from the experiment on the 

basis that it offers little information, Otherwise, some 

missing data technique may be used. Extension of these 

missing data techniques has not been mace for the class of 

repeateGa measurement experiments considered here, 

Some work has been done on the simpler model (not 

considering treatments as a factorial arrangement) under
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adifferent assumptions regardiny the covariance structure, 

fo date, analyses have not been obtained using any 

restrictions on the covariance structure other than the one 

assuming equal variance in time and egual correlations in 

time,
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ABSTRACT 

In experiments with repeated measurements made on the 

same subjects, the repeated observations in tine may be 

correlated, Therefore, the assumption of independent 

observations cannot be made in general, This thesis considers 

the experimental design with treatments in a twoeway 

classification with a disproportionate number of subjects 

allocated to each treatment combination and repeated 

measurements made on the subjects, 

A proceaure is shown to be applicable for computing an 

analysis under somewhat restrictive assumptions. It is 

; assumed that the variances are equal for all times and the 

correlations in time are equal, The tests obtained are for 

the three-factor interaction, the twoefactor interations 

assuming the three-factor interaction zero, and the main 

effects assuming all interactions zero, The procedure 

requires the inverse of one matrix, some matrix multiplication, 

and the calculation of some standard sums of squares,
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